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Video: Legal Action Is Happening. Have Hope Because We Are Going to Win this.

By Anna De Buisseret, November 11, 2021

UK lawyer and military veteran Anna De Buisseret urges us to have hope, “because we are
going to win this.” Even in times of war, she explains, “you don’t get to experiment on
Prisoners Of War.” And that is  what our governments are currently doing by imposing
experimental jabs and myriad “COVID measures” on domestic populations.

Britain’s NHS to Lose Tens of Thousands of Staff over Mandatory COVID Vaccines

By Rebecca Thomas, November 10, 2021

A  report  by  Britain’s  Independent  confirms  that  health  professionals  are  being  obliged  to
either accept to be vaccinated or  lose their  job.  This  is  happening in a large number
countries simultaneously, the result of which is absolute chaos in the delivery of health care
services. The pattern is similar in numerous countries.

Science Fiction Has Become Fact: The Metaverse Is “Big Brother in Disguise”. Freedom
Meted Out by Technological Tyrants

By John W. Whitehead and Nisha Whitehead, November 10, 2021

Welcome to the Matrix (i.e. the metaverse), where reality is virtual, freedom is only as free
as  one’s  technological  overlords  allow,  and  artificial  intelligence  is  slowly  rendering
humanity  unnecessary,  inferior  and  obsolete.
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Athletes Suffer Cardiac Arrest, Myocarditis, Blood Clots, Hospitalized after COVID Injections

By Dr. Mark Trozzi, November 10, 2021

The casualties and loss of life are nothing short of a nightmarish tragedy. Sadly, athletes
who have received the injection are not spared either. Here is a list of some of the young
athletes who have died or been hospitalized after being “vaccinated”.

Vaxxed vs. Unvaxxed: CDC Hits New Lows with Two Manipulated Studies

By Dr. Joseph Mercola, November 10, 2021

While recent data from the U.K. Office of National Statistics (ONS) reveal people who have
been double jabbed against COVID-19 are dying from all causes at a rate six times higher
than the unvaccinated, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention is propping up
the official narrative with a “study” that came to the remarkable conclusion that the COVID
shot unbelievably reduces your risk of dying from all causes, which includes accidents (but
excluding COVID-19-related deaths).

The Geopolitics of China-Russia Relations, The Dragon and the Bear

By Nicholas Meyers, November 10, 2021

There is value in examining the growing partnership between China and Russia with a view
towards identifying what the latter half  of  2021 will  bring for these two great powers.
Whereas 2020 will invariably be written about in the history books as the darkest year of the
devastating Covid-19 pandemic, the arrival of 2021, which held more promise than perhaps
any other year since the end of the Second World War, will  likely be seen as a huge
disappointment,  with  the  pandemic  continuing  to  ravage  the  world’s  citizens  and
economies.

China’s PLA Navy

By Karsten Riise, November 10, 2021

It  has  for  a  while  been discussed that  China  has  the  World’s  largest  navy,  with  355
ships. Chinese navy-vessels are on average smaller in tonnage than the US Navy – so
measured in tonnage, the US Navy is for a short while still largest.

“The  Propaganda  System”,  “Ideological  Capture”:  Economic  Elites  Buy  Us  Off  with  Trivial
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Protections – While They Raid the Common Wealth

By Jonathan Cook, November 10, 2021

In these posts I try to highlight how our social, cultural and political structures are rigged to
reflect the interests of an economic elite and maintain their power. Because the forces that
shape those structures are largely invisible – we mainly notice the people and buildings
inside  these  structures  –  the  way  power  operates  can  be  difficult  to  describe  and  to
understand.

Thousands of Physicians and Medical Scientists Sign “Rome Declaration” in Protest, Launch
New Information Platform

By International Alliance of Physicians and Medical Scientists, November 10, 2021

Over  7,200  physicians  and  medical  scientists  worldwide  have  signed  the  “Rome
Declaration” to alert citizens about the deadly consequences of Covid-19 policy makers’ and
medical authorities’ unprecedented behavior; behavior such as denying patient access to
lifesaving  early  treatments,  disrupting  the  sacred,  physician-patient  relationship  and
suppressing open scientific discussion for profits and power.

There Is a Direct Link Between JFK, 9/11 and COVID-19: Edward Curtin

By Edward Curtin and Geopolitics and Empire, November 10, 2021

He discusses the 1967 CIA memo which told mainstream media to use the disparaging term
“conspiracy  theory”  to  quell  all  deviation  from  the  official  narrative,  and  how  this
propaganda  technique  has  continued  to  function  from  JFK  to  9/11  to  Covid-19.

Inside Cuban Dissidents’ Planned “November 15 Plot”: Unpacking the Archipiélago Facebook
Group

By Arnold August, November 10, 2021

On July 10–11, 2021, regime-change demonstrations of the “colour revolution” type broke
out in several cities across Cuba, turning violent in some instances. They were driven mainly
by pro-US social media prompts, with some Cuban citizens joining in for legitimate reasons
in the context of the current system and not against it.

German Clinic Stops Booster Jabs for Employees Citing Too Many Side Effects
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By Free West Media, November 10, 2021

The so-called “booster shots” for employees at the University Clinic in Münster (UKM) were
stopped on Friday. The reason: an unusually large number of side effects were noted. Just
hours earlier, the hospital had announced that it would give all 11 000 employees the third
vaccination.
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